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ABSTRACT 
This paper is devoted to studying the action of the feedback group on linear 
dynamical systems over a commutative ring A with unit. We characterize the class of 
m-input n-dimensional reachable linear dynamical systems B = (F, G) over R that 
are feedback equivalent to a system Cc. = (F,, C,.) with Brunovsky’s canonical fornt. 
This characterization is obtained in terms of the minors of the matrices e,F = 
(G, FG, . . ., FL-‘G) for 1 < i < n. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Throughout this paper R denotes a commutative ring with unit element. 
We consider an m-input n-dimensional linear dynamical system C = (F, G) 
over R, where F and G are n X n and n X m matrices with entries in R, 
respectively. Assume the system C is reachable [i.e., the columns of the 
n X nm matrix (G, FG, . . . , F”- ‘G) generate R”]. 
The linear dynamical system c’ = (F’, G’) is feedback equivalent to I: 
when S can be transformed to X’ by one element of the feedback group 
F n m. For the reader’s convenience we recall that F,,, is the group generated 
by’ the following three types of transformations: 
(1) F e F’ = PFP- ‘, G - G’ = PG for some invertible matrix P. This 
transformation is a consequence of a change of base in R”, the state module. 
(2) F c, F, G +-+ G’ = GQ for some invertible matrix Q. This transfor- 
mation is a consequence of a change of base in R”, the input module. 
(3) F c, F’ = F + GK, G c, G for some m X n matrix K, which is 
called a feedback matrix. 
When R is a field k, Brunovsky [2] g ave the following classification result: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 2 = (F, G) b e an m-input n-dimensional reachable 
linear dynamical system over k. Then there exist positive integers k, > k, > 
‘.. > k, uniquely determined by IS with n = k, + k, + ... k,, such that C 
is feedback equivalent to 2, = (F,, G,), where F, is the block matrix 
IE, 0 ..a 0 ' 
0 E, .a. 0 
F,=. . . ., . . 
\ 
(j ;, ..: E, 
with Ei the kj X ki matrix 
Ei = 
0 1 0 ... 0 
0 0 1 -.* 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 **a 1 
0 0 0 *** 0 
(‘, 0 “. 0 I - 0 <‘, “. 0 
tc,it/l t’, tltf, k, X I mrrtrix f’, = (0. 0.. . . .O. I)‘. i.f,. 
c, = 
0 0 
. 
. 
I 0 
0 0 
. . 
0 I 
- 
. 
. . 
. . 
0 0 
. . 
. 
0 0 
. . . 0 
. 
. 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. 
. . . 0 
. . . . 
. 
. . . . 
--- 
. 0 
. 
. . . I 
0 “’ 0 
. 
. 
. 
0 “’ 0 
. . 
. . . . 
. 
0 “’ 0 
. 
. 
0 .” 0 
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dynamical system over R, the C is feedback equivalent to a system 2 = (F^, 6) 
of the form 
where d and f are coprime. 
We introduce the following: 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let C = (F, G) be an m-input n-dimensional reach- 
able linear dynamical system over R. We shall say that I: is a Brunovsky 
system if and only if X is feedback equivalent to a system of the form 
In Section 
verifying: 
(i) MF is 
2 we associate to 2 = (F, G) a set {Mi’)l, iG n of R-modules 
invariant under the action of feedback group for every i. 
(ii) If C is a Brunovsky system, then MiZ is free for every i. 
Suppose that R is such that finitely generated projective R-modules are 
free. In Section 3 we prove the converse of statement (ii); that is, we 
characterize the Brunovsky systems. 
We prove that {rank MFll G iG n is a complete set of invariants for the 
feedback class of a Brunovsky system C. Moreover we include a determinan- 
tal method to obtain this set of invariants. In particular, when R is a field (the 
classical case) we have an alternative form to obtain the Kronecker indices 
of 2. 
2. BASIC RESULTS 
Let Z = (F, G) be a m-input n-dimensional linear dynamical system over 
R. We first introduce some notation. We denote by L: the submodule of R” 
generated by the columns of the n X m matrix F’G for 0 < i < n - 1. Also, 
by N,’ we denote the submodule of R” generated by the columns of the 
n X im matrix 
ij’ = (G, FG, . . . , F'- 'G), 
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for 1 < i < n, that is, 
N,’ = L: + L: + ... +L” 1-l' 
We agree that N,” = 0. Recall that X is reachable if and only if N,,’ = R”. 
We put Mix = R”/N,’ for 1 < i < II. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 2 = (F,G) and Z’ = (F’, G’) he two m-input n-di- 
mensional linear dynamical system over a commutative ring R. Then if C’ is 
.feedback equivalent to 2, we have: 
6) Ni ’ is isomorphic to Nix’ for 1 < i < II. 
(ii) M,‘: is isomorphic to Mix’ for 1 < i < n. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the result when 2’ is obtained from C by 
one transformation of type (l), (2) or (3). 
For a transformation of type (1) we have F’ = PFP- ’ and G’ = PG for 
some invertible n x n matrix P, and hence dir = Peg for 1 < i < n. Let 
qr be the homomorphism defined, with respect to the standard base, by I’. 
Then we have the commutative diagram with exact rows 
where Z is the homomorphism induced by cpr,. 
For a transformation of type (2) we have F’ = F and G’ = GQ for some 
invertible m X m matrix Q. Hence 
for 1 < i < n, where Q is the im x im invertible block matrix 
/Q 0 ... 0’ 
Q= ‘I Q :” 1. 
. . . 
(j (j ..: 0 
In this case Nix = Nix.’ and Mix = M,” for 1 < i < II. 
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For type (3) we have F’ = F + GK and G’ = G for some m X n 
feedback matrix K. Since 
(F + GK)‘G = FjG + F-1-‘GA, + ... +GAj, 0 <j f n - 1, 
where A,, A,, . . . , A. are suitable m X n matrices, then we have Nix = N,” 
and Miz = Mj” for l’< i < n . , . ??
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let I% = (F, G) be a Brunovsky system. Then for 
1 < i < n the modules NIX and Mix are free. 
Proof. By the above result we can suppose that Z is the canonical 
system C,. In this case we have, with the notation of Theorem 1.1, that Njzc 
is the submodule of R” generated by the columns of the matrix 
el 0 ‘.’ 0 E,e, 0 ... 0 ... (E,)‘e, 0 ... 
“. ... ‘.. .‘. ($z< 0 es 0 0 E,e, 0 0 (EJe, = 
cc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 “. ep 0 0 ... Epep ... 0 0 . . . 
Consider the equality 
(Ej)Pej = 
0 
0 
(E,i’e, , 
where I is placed in row j - p. Then the columns of the matrix G$ are 
either zero or elements of the standard base for R”. Consequently Nix and 
R”/N,” are free for 1 < i < n. ??
The main result of this paper is related to the converse of the previous 
proposition. Next we include some ingredients which are used in the proof of 
the main result. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let C = (F, G) be a m-input n-dimensional linear dynami- 
cal system over R such that the R-modules M,’ are free for 1 < i < n. Then 
the R-modules Nix/Ni! 1 are projective for 1 < i < n. 
Proof. Consider for every i, 1 .< i < n, the exact sequence of R-mod- 
ules 
0 -+ Nix/Nit, -+ Mj' , 2 Mix + 0, 
where rr! is the natural epimorphism and M: = R” Since M.’ is free, the 
exact sequence splits. Then Mi? 1 = M,’ @ N,‘/N,_ , , and ’ N,“/N,‘: , is ‘1 
projective because it is a summand of the free module Mj? ,. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let C = (F, G) be an m-input n-dimensional linear dy- 
namical system over R. Then the homomorphisms 
x ++ x + Iv,,” 
are surjective for 1 < i < n - 1, where x + NE’ is the canonical image of x 
in the quotient module N,: ,/N,‘. 
Proof. The verification that pi and *i are surjective is a straightforward 
exercise which we leave to the reader. W 
Finally note that if 
is an exact sequence of free R-modules of finite rank, and 9’ = {m’J, d id n’ 
and 9” = {ml;},.jan,, are bases for F’ and F” respectively, then 9 = 
{i(m:),mj)l~t~.,,I~j~n" is a base for F, where mj is an element of F such 
that rr(m,) = my for 1 < j < n”. 
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3. THE CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a commutative ring such that finitely generated 
projective R-modules are free. Let C = (F, G) be a m-input n-dimensional 
reachable linear dynamical system over R. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) C is a Brunovsky system. 
(ii) For 1 < i < n the R-module MiZ is free. 
Proof. Assume that statement (ii) holds. Since x is reachable, we have 
that NP’-_ 1 # R” and Consequently there exists a positive integer p such 
NP’ = F”; Note that ff N,” = R”, then C is feedback nequivalent to sysiem 
2 = (F, G), where F is the zero n X n matrix and G is the matrix G = 
(Id,lO), where Id, is the identity matrix of order n. 
Since the modules Miz are free, by Lemma 2.3 it follows that Nix/N,! i 
is projective for 1 < i < p. By hypothesis we have that N,‘/Ni!, is free for 
1 < i < p. Let si be the rank of N,‘/Nif ,. Note that by Lemma 2.4 we have 
si >, s2 > a-* > sp. 
We shall first prove that there exist elements 
of R” such that the set 
B={ 
A 
&,,+I. “‘, 
F&,,+,, ..., 
Fl'-"&, . . . , F’J-2&T), F@&+, > ... > 
Fl’- ‘f$, . . . , F”- ‘&,I 
is a base for R”. 
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Let g,, g,,..., g, be the columns vectors of the matrix G. Then 
{F’g,, Fig,, . . . , Fig,} is a system of generators of the R-module L, for 
1~ < i < n - 1. Consequently 
{Fig1 + Nix, Fig2 + Nix,. . . , F'g,,, + N,“} 
is a system of generators of the quotient module Nit r/N, . 
Since Nt/Np”, = R”/N;_, IS a free R-module of Ink ’ s p, there exist 
elements of R” 
such that {F”-‘& + Np’_l, FP-‘& + Np’_l,. . . , FPpl&,, + Np’-,} is a base 
for the quotient module NPz/Np? r. The exact sequence 
splits because Np’/NP’_ I is a free R-module. Therefore 
and hence a base for R” is obtained with the elements FP- ‘2,) F”- ‘&, 
. . . ) FP- ‘& and a base for the free R-module Np’_ ,. 
By Lemma 2.4 the exact sequence 
splits because Np”/NPz_, is free. Since qp- JF”-“& + NT,‘_,) = F”- ‘,“i + 
N;_ , for 1 < i < sp, it follows that a base for Np” r/N;_ 2 is formed by the 
elements FPp2& + Nps_2, 1 < i < sp, and a base for the free R-modulo 
Ker’p,_r ofranksp_r -s,.Now,since{Fr-2& +Np’_2)14i~m isasystem 
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of generators of the quotient module 
elements &+ i, . . . , &_, of R” such 
N;- l/N;-,, it follows that there exist 
that 
( Fp-‘& + Np’2,..., FP-‘& + Np=_,, 
Fp-‘&+, + N& ,..., Fp-‘&_, + N$ I 
is a base for the quotient Np? ,/Np’_,. 
Considering that the exact sequence 
0 --) NpX_ 2 + Np’ I --f N ’ ,-,452 --f Q 
splits, it follows that 
R” = R”/N;p 1 @ Np” 1 = R^/N;_ I $ Np‘i_ ,/N;_, @ N;_2. 
The elements of R” given by 
( 
FP-‘& ,..., FP-?&, Fp-2& ,..., Fp-2i&, Fpp2&+1 ,..., FP~2&~~ 
I 
can be completed to a base for R” with a base for Np2_,. Iterating this 
process, we obtain the decomposition 
R” = R”/N,‘” 1 @ Np” ,/N,z, @ ... @ N?/N,Z @ N; 
and the desired base & for R”. 
For 1 < i < s1 we put 
so we have 
kj = max(j E Z+IFj-l& EL&), 
k, = k, = 0.. = ksp(=p), 
k s,+l = k %+z = -** = k Q-1 
k sg+ 1 = ks,+2 = .*. = ksl, 
and, in particular k, > k, > ‘** > kSp > -*a > k,, and n = Cii,k,. 
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Next, using the same technique that R. E. Kalman used in [6] for the 
classical case (i.e. when R is a field), we prove that I2 is a Brunovsky system. 
Since {Fkbg, + N$, . . . , Fkt.&,, +, + NF) is a base for N{+ JN:, it fol- 
lows that there exist elements (Yik ; of R such that 
and hence 
Fk’& - c ~+F~lg^, E N;, 1 < i < s,. 
1= I 
Because {Fkl-‘i,, . . . , Fki-‘&&, . . . , &, . . . , iv,} is a base for N” it follows 
that there exist elements air/ of R such that 
k, 
,?k,+ 1 
Fk$ - c aik,,Fk*& 
1= 1 
or 
‘s2 Sk, + c aillF& + ..* + c (Yik,_, IFk’m’&. 
l=l I= I 
(2) 
We put 
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Note that, by construction, we have 
sk,+l 
gi = gi + C Pil&> sp+l<i<ssl, (4) 
2=1 
and hence 
sk,+I 
F’& = F’& + c &F’&, sp + 1 $i <s,, 1 < r < p - 1. (5) 
I=1 
These equalities and (3) give that the set 
k = @l7 ***1 &,’ &+I’ . ..> gs,_, ,...> &,.&,+l>...> gs,, 
F&a as.7 F&,> Qs,+r, . . . . F&_l, . . ..F&., 
F@&,... ,Fp-2&p,Fp-2&p+~, . . . >FP-L~sp_,. 
FP-‘&, . . . ,FP-‘&} 
is also f base for R”. (Note that the matrix which relates the change of the 
base S’ to 4 is a lower triangular matrix with the elements of the main 
diagonal are equal to 1). 
By the equalities (2) and (3) we have 
F~_el=~~~(~~,i~~Fr9;), l<i<s,, 
and hence, by (4) and (5), there exist elements yiyl E R such that 
(6) 
FkcEi = I+: (l$ YirlFri?l) 
We now consider the following elements 
eik, = gi for l<i 
1 <i <sr, 
of R”: 
k,-1 sr+l 
e,, = Fk=-t& - c c yirlFiretgl 
r=t ( 1=1 
for l<i<s,, l<tdki-1. 
(7) 
(8) 
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The set 93 = fell, e12,. . . , elk,, e21, e22,. . . , ezk,, . . . , es,,, es,2,. . . , e,,k,,} is a 
base for R”. The matrix of change from the base .k’ to 9’ is again a lower 
triangular matrix with the elements of the main diagonal equal to 1. 
By (7) and (8) we have the equalities 
F( eil) = F 
k,- ’ ST+ I kt-1 .\ri, k,-1 7rtI 
= Fkcii - C C ~ir~F’tii[ = C C Yir,F’gl - C C Yir,F’il 
r=l 1=1 +=o I=1 r=l I=1 
F(eit) = Fk,-'+'& - c c yi,.lFr-f+‘& 
r=l l=l 
an d 
= "ik,-1 + c Y,k,-llelk, for l<i<s,. 
I= I 
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Here F has the following form with respect to the base 9: 
where for i # j, Eij is a ki X kj matrix of the form 
i 0 0 0 
Eij = ; : ; I 0 0 0 YjOi Yjli YjZi 
and Eii is a ki X ki matrix of the form 
i 0  0 1 0 1 
Eij = : ; ; I 0 0 0 YiOi Yili Yi2i 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. . . 
Yj k, - 1 i 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. . . i 
. . . 
Yik,-li 
On the other hand, since N,’ is free, the exact sequence 
splits, where 0, is the homomorphism defined by G with respect to the 
standard bases for R” and R” respectively. Therefore there exists a base 
{uillGib m for R” such that 0,(u,) = eik, for 1 Q i Q si and @ui> = 0 for 
s,+l<i<m. 
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With respect to the bases {ui}] ~ i G ,,, for R”’ and ~8 for A”, the matrix G 
takes the following form: 
Gc = 
r- s columns n2-s columns -I 
0 0 **. 0 0 ... 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
1 0 -.. 0 0 ... 0 
0 0 .** 0 0 ... 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
0 1 -.- 0 0 ... 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 .*- 0 0 *.. 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
, ; (/) .,: ; (; . . : (; 
I k, rows 
I 
k, rows 
i 1 k, rows 
Considering the m x n matrix K with entries in R defined b!r 
we have that 
‘E, 0 ... O\ 
0 E, ... 0 
F,=F’+G,.K= . . . . , . 
6 i . . . i, , 
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where Ei is the ki X ki matrix 
for 1 Q i < sl. 
‘0 1 0 ..* 0 
0 0 1 *a* 0 
Ei= : : : '. : . . . 
0 0 0 *-.- i 
0 0 0 *** o/ 
??
REMARK 3.2. For a system I% of the class of Brunovsky systems, the 
parameter set {k,, k,, . . . , ks,} (or equivalently {sr, s2,. . . , sJ) constitutes an 
independent and complete set of invariants for the feedback class of C. 
REMARK 3.3. Next we answer the following questions: 
(a) When does statement (ii) of Theorem 3.1 hold? 
(b) Does there exist a practical method to obtain the feedback invariants 
{s,} associated to a Brunovsky system I?,? 
Consider the free presentation of M,‘: 
where f$? is the homomorphism defined by dz with respect to the standard 
bases for’ Rim and R” respectively. Suppose that A is such that finitely 
generated projective R-modules are free. By [7, p. 1221, Mix is a free module 
of rank lzi if and only if 
i 
R 
%(‘“)= 0 
for O,<p<n-ni, 
for p>n-n, I. 
where g,<@> denotes the pth determinantal ideal of 6” [i.e., %/.~(d”) is 
the ideal of R generated by all the /_L X p minors of Cf]. 
Finally we have the equalities 
si = rank( N,‘./N,? r) = rank Nix - rank Ni! 1 
= (n - rank Mix) - (n - rank M,?,) 
= rank Mi? 1 - rank MiZ = ni_l - ni 
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for 1 < i f p, and where Mz = R”. Consequently, the positive integers 
111, I%?, . . ) I1 p are a complete set of invariants for the feedback class of C. 
Moreover this set of invarinats can be obtained by an algorithmic method 
applied to the matrices F and G of C. 
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